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Abstract: Martial arts (“budo”) is a service system in which instructors and students co-create physical and mental values through training encounters in a physical servicescape—the dojo. We explored how actors develop eudemonic wellbeing in this servicescape. We selected the dynamics theory of perception of servicescapes as the theoretical framework to examine the process of behavior change based on the interaction between participants and the environment. We also employed service-dominant logic (SDL), which views services as a value co-creation process among actors, and we also employed transformative service research (TSR), which explores uplifting change to improve wellbeing. We collected data from the World Seido Karate Organization Seido-ju, which has been active worldwide for more than 40 years. We conducted interviews with 17 members and analyzed the secondary data. The results indicated that (1) the participants integrated the value co-creation learned through the training at the servicescape as a model for daily life, and (2) the servicescape created positive mental change in the participants and promoted their personal growth. Martial arts training in a dojo can enable participants to independently create a state of wellbeing at any time. It supports sustainable personal growth, and the dojo is perceived as a eudemonic servicescape.
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1. Introduction

Martial arts is a service system in which actors (instructors and students) co-create physical and mental values through training encounters in a physical servicescape—the dojo. Today, there are many students of martial arts worldwide. According to statistics from the Nippon Budokan Foundation (2016), more than 50 million people study martial arts overseas in nine martial arts disciplines. Martial arts are traditionally understood as “learning to treat people before learning to fight,” [1] and a “spiritual practice” [2] (p. 43). In the process of training, participants sometimes experience physical pain and setbacks, but they develop a sense of self-reliance as a mental strength [3,4] (p. 13). The service system of martial arts has unique characteristics that support the formation of eudemonic wellbeing [5], a state in which participants develop meaning and direction in their lives. However, not enough is known about how the actions and perceptions of the servicescape and actors—including institutions (such as normative consciousness) that comprise the service system—are linked to the value of martial arts practitioners.

Bitner et al. [6] define a servicescape as a space composed of physical and non-physical elements surrounding the service process. Participants engage in an act of meaning-making in the servicescape through their interactions in the service setting [7]. Rosenbaum [8] focuses on this action and develops a theory that participants form perceptions of the servicescape in stages. Servicescapes function as places where participants self-reflect and deepen their perceptions [9–12], thereby changing the meaning of the place and the methods of resource integration [13,14]. Although it is possible that these dynamics of actors’ perceptions function in the servicescape of the dojo—and that they influence the value co-creation of martial arts practitioners—these dynamics have been inadequately studied.
Rokeach (1973) [15] defines values as functionally integrated cognitive systems, beliefs about the desirability of a goal or action among several alternatives, and distinguishes between “terminal values,” which represent the desired ultimate state that humans seek, and “means values,” which represent the states necessary to reach a final value. The two values are “terminal value,” which indicates the ultimate state desired by humans, and “instrumental value,” which indicates the state necessary to reach the final value. However, there was no mention of the means of acquiring final value, necessary value, or the relationship between them [16]. In contrast, Schwartz & Bilsky (1987) [17] considered value to be the goal of individual behavior and an unwavering, consistent concept underlying behavior.

Research into the relationship between values and behavior has included the strength of predictors of values-based behaviors on wellbeing [18], changes in values through time [19], organizational sustainability and values [20], the role of values in influencing moral attitudes in sports [21], and the internalization of martial arts principles and philosophy and value systems [22]. However, there is not enough research on the mechanisms behind these—the value change process, and the organizations in which value co-creation is functioning and continuing—especially in the context of martial arts.

Service Dominant Logic (SDL) views service as a value co-creation process among actors. Participating actors create new exchangeable resources through resource integration [23,24] and contribute to the formation of their own wellbeing through interaction [25–27]. Transformative Service Research (TSR) explores the interaction between service actors and consumers to implement uplifting changes and improvements in the well-being of both parties [25,28]. Physical exercise contributes significantly to the development of positive psychological factors [29–31]. In the context of sports research, some pioneering studies have shown that sports improve well-being [32–34]. However, there is a paucity of research on the formation of well-being in martial arts [35]. Additionally, the research primarily focuses on professional competitive sports [36]. There is insufficient research on non-competitive or non-commercial martial arts.

Therefore, we focus on karate—one of the most popular martial arts among participants—and analyze how it is practiced as a service system that shapes well-being. We selected the qualitative Gioia research method [37–39] and the World Seido Karate Organization Seido-juku, which has been active globally for over 40 years. Seido-juku is an organization that has developed an independent philosophy and training system. It promotes the original, traditional budo, distinct from sport-oriented budo. This novel study analyzes the formation of well-being within a dojo from the viewpoint of budo as a service system.

1.1. Theoretical Background
1.1.1. Servicescape

Bitner et al. [6] define a servicescape as a space composed of physical and non-physical elements surrounding a service process. It has been reported that physical and social servicescapes influence co-creation value and customer satisfaction [40]. The physical environment influences human emotions and happiness [41]. For example, pleasant background music in a service space positively affects the attitudes of consumers and salespeople [42,43]. Additionally, service locations with well-maintained plants, fountains, and walkways increase the level of individual and social well-being [44] while comfortable, attractive spaces enhance consumers’ willingness to purchase [45–47]. Intangible factors, such as the presence of other customers [48] or social interactions between customers and employees [49], affect how people feel in the service space.

Participants engage in an act of meaning making in the servicescape through their interactions in this setting [7]. Rosenbaum [8] focuses on this action and develops a theory of how participants’ perceptions of the servicescape are formed in stages. Participants continuously interact in the servicescape and perceive it multidimensionally as: (i) a practical space that satisfies their needs, (ii) a gathering space that satisfies their communication needs with their peers, and (iii) a home-like space that satisfies their need for personal and emotional support.
This act of signification is directed at the space, and towards oneself. Consumers internalize their interactions with a store’s environment and artifacts to form an identity [11,50–55]. For example, volunteers find their social roles through interactions in the servicescape, and this becomes a means of self-expression [56,57]. The servicescape functions as a place for participants to self-reflect and deepen their awareness [9–12].

Actors’ actions in the servicescape are influenced by the social institutions and norms they share [58–61], while simultaneously modifying them through social interaction [23,62–66]. For example, Ho & Shirahada [67] observed long-term participation for a shopping-assistance service for elderly people and found that the social exchange of this service in the servicescape forms altruistic norms out of contractual norms. This process also transforms each actor’s role perceptions. The continuous interaction among actors in the servicescape changes the meaning ascribed to the place and how the resources are integrated [13,14]. Furthermore, the interactions change the institutions within the servicescape. Actor dynamics are an important perspective in the effective analysis and description of the value co-creation process in the servicescape of the dojo.

1.1.2. Value Creation and Wellbeing

Rokeach (1973) states that values constitute a functionally integrated cognitive system and can be defined as beliefs about the desirability of an objective or action among several alternatives. There are central beliefs and the beliefs, attitudes, and values that are functionally formed around them. Values include personal values, which are an element of personality, and social values, which remain as social norms, behaviors, and institutions. Based on these hypotheses, two types of value were established: “terminal value,” which indicates the ultimate desirable state that humans seek, and “instrumental value,” which indicates the state necessary to reach the final value. However, the extent to which the factors of value set forth by Rokeach comprehensively and representatively covered the domain of values was rarely verified [16]. In contrast, Schwartz & Bilsky (1987), who considered the means of acquiring end values and relationships, considered value to be a goal of individual behavior as well as a consistent concept that underlies individual behavior in any given situation.

Although individuals with higher levels of mindfulness tend to be more aware of their internal experience and more attentive to their own behavior, values-based behavior is a stronger predictor for wellbeing than mindfulness [18]. Even after an event that temporarily alters values, the original values may continue to act to influence perceptions and behaviors as one’s normal life becomes longer and one no longer reflects on one’s values. There has been little systematic analysis on how values change over time and their underlying mechanisms [19]. In the context of organizations and values, the values that organizations proclaim and that guide the behavior and attitudes of their employees are widely shared and make a positive contribution to the socioeconomic environment, which is necessary to achieve organizational sustainability, and positive human potential is required as a precondition for this, but there have been few studies dealing with this [20]. The role of achievement motivation in determining behavior in sports is already well recognized, but the role of values, which seem to be an intervening variable influencing moral attitudes in sports, is still insufficient [21]. In martial arts, the internalization of their principles and philosophy is said to give moral values a fundamental place in the hierarchy of values, although it has been noted that instructors who teach the system of values have an important role in this [22]. However, there are few reported cases of organizations in which it works and continues to do so.

SDL views service as a value co-creation process among actors who create new, exchangeable resources through resource integration [23,24]. Kjellberg identifies these as generic actors [64]. Actors can create their wellbeing through their interactions [25–27]. Wellbeing is defined as a state of being happy, healthy, or prosperous (Merriam-Webster Dictionary). The study of wellbeing can be divided into: the hedonic stream, which measures wellbeing by emotions at the time of its realization, and the eudaimonia stream, which
assesses the role of wellbeing in human development and social dynamics [68]. Aristotle says that “happiness (eudaimonia) is the highest human good that can be achieved through action and are self-sufficient and fulfilling” [69]. This is a concept of personal growth that explores the practice and purpose of human life [70–72].

Physical exercise contributes significantly to the development of positive psychological factors [29–31]. Research on the physical and mental benefits of exercise indicates that sports enhance self-esteem and disposition [73,74]. These positive experiences improve life balance and wellbeing [74–76]. Martial arts are beneficial to the body and mind and improve physical and mental reactions to success or failure [77], boost athletic performance [78], and enrich the development and education of young people [79]. Some pioneering studies have shown that psychosocial interventions through martial arts training in educational settings augment the self-discipline and wellbeing of young people [32,34]. However, the formation of wellbeing in the value creation process of martial arts has not been fully investigated [35].

1.1.3. Transformative Service Research

Transformative Service Research (TSR) is service research that explores the interaction between service actors and consumers to implement uplifting changes and improvements in the wellbeing of both parties [25,28]. TSR is unique because it defines the outputs of services as improving accessibility so that those in need can receive the services they need, mitigating vulnerability or the possibility of consumers being disadvantaged in some way, improving wellbeing and quality of life, maintaining equity, and reducing inequality.

Services include experiences that engender changes in the values and perceptions of the actors, which in turn trigger their motivation to engage in an activity [80]. From service work studies, Nasr et al. [81] and Nasr et al. [82] show that the experience of receiving positive feedback from customers has a constructive impact on service employees' confidence and motivation. Moreover, Sharma et al. [83] show that organizational services positively impact employees physically, psychologically, and emotionally while heightening their performance and wellbeing.

TSR is unique because it views services as an opportunity to institute positive change through interactions in value co-creation with its participants. However, the TSR lens has not been fully applied to value co-creation situations other than commercial service. Sport has the potential to foster the formation of social identity [84] and form eudemonic wellbeing [33], and there is growing interest in providing support [85,86] and related services [86–88] to enhance the wellbeing of athletes, but the focus has been on professional competitive sports [36]. There is insufficient focus on the non-competitive aspects of martial arts as an inclusive sport.

1.2. This Study

The concept of a servicescape extends beyond a physical place where services are provided and functions as a space that influences the value co-creation process of service participants in various ways. We have shown that through value co-creation, service participants can satisfy their own needs and form wellbeing based on the experience of co-creation and relationship building among participants in the servicescape.

However, insufficient research has been conducted on the relationship between the servicescape and wellbeing formation. We selected martial arts as the focus of this study because it involves physical activity and character development. It is a process of self-discipline and growth in which a human being—through continuous practice, despite the experience of pain and setbacks—develops resilience. Martial arts philosophy is the practice of a normative system, the determination of a way of life, and the description of the internalization of certain values. Through the practice of martial arts, social interaction and social awareness can be enhanced. There is an expectation that martial arts, as a science that explores the human being, serves as an excellent approach to the realm of knowledge and scientific disciplines being described [89]. However, the process of how participants create wellbeing requires more attention.
In this qualitative study, we focus on karate, a martial art with numerous participants. Assuming that the karate dojo is a servicescape that forms wellbeing, we explore how dojos create wellbeing from the perspectives of the theory of perception—in which martial arts practitioners form meaning about the servicescape in stages—the formation of self-awareness through interaction among participants and the institutions that are formed in the servicescape.

2. Materials and Methods

Given the paucity of service-related research on martial arts and the limited understanding of the central concepts, we selected an exploratory research design. We analyzed qualitative data collected from interviews with karate practitioners and their responses to a questionnaire.

2.1. Target

The focus of this study is the World Seido Karate Organization Seido-juku (hereafter referred to as Seido-juku). Seido-juku is a school of karate founded in 1976 by Japanese karate master Kaicho (Grand Master/Chairman) Tadashi Nakamura. The headquarters are in New York, and there are 45 dojos in the United States and 109 dojos worldwide. Nakamura developed his philosophy on the principle of—“to walk the path of sincerity with honest people, cooperating and learning from each other, and never being ashamed as a human being” [90]. This is the foundation for the participants’ training in the dojos. Nakamura has created a training system that allows anyone to use karate as a medium for physical and mental growth.

We selected this school because it has produced numerous karate practitioners worldwide for about half a century, in different cultures and environments. Since Seido-juku continues to operate mainly as a dojo where individual participants gather for training, we decided to achieve our research objectives by investigating and analyzing the interactions that occur at the dojo—among multiple participants and their instructors—in terms of the theory of perception that forms meaning in stages for servicescapes, the formation of self-awareness among participants, and the institutions formed in the servicescape. This allows us to explore the social role of resource integration, value co-creation, and transformative value in the still insufficiently researched services of martial arts. Therefore, we selected an exploratory approach to gain a deeper understanding through in-depth research. Many members of Seido-juku have practiced for many years, even into old age. We assume that those members who had been practicing for many years and had been promoted to the instructor class or above are witnesses to the Seido-juku philosophy and the blossoming of their own lives. Therefore, by focusing on these individuals, we can examine and explain the multiple resources and dimensions of value that are integrated and bring Seido-juku into sharp relief. We conducted semi-structured interviews with three members living in Japan and administered a questionnaire similar to the questions asked in the semi-structured interviews to five members living in Japan and nine members living overseas. This allowed for the flexible discovery of information pertinent to each respondent. At this stage of data collection, we reached the point of data saturation—no new themes emerged from the data collected through the interviews and questionnaires.

The respondents from the interviews and questionnaires are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Respondent</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>*</th>
<th>Respondent</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Instructor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* I: interview; Q: questionnaire.

2.2. Interview Protocol and Procedures

To achieve the research objective of exploring the formation of servicescapes through martial arts training, we asked the following research question: “What kind of servicescape exchanges take place in the dojo?” To obtain answers to this question, we selected one person from each of the different levels of training (instructor level, intermediate, and beginner) and asked the following questions in interviews: “What motivated you to take up karate?”, “What are your impressions of the karate dojo?”, “How do you perceive the training system?”, “What are your impressions of the competition among students in the dojo space?”, “What impact does karate have on your life?” “What memorable event impressed you with the Chairman?”. We asked students at the instructor level about their perceptions when teaching younger students. Because the interviews were semi-structured, the wording of the questions varied from interviewee to interviewee. Probe questions were used to further investigate the answers, and we used open-ended questions that emerged in the flow of the conversations to encourage deeper reflection and facilitate rich data collection. The interviews were conducted in a public café and lasted, on average, about one hour.

2.3. Analysis

We used the Gioia method to analyze our qualitative data. This grounded theory research method [91], which is robust and inductive, provides a theoretical concept of the social phenomenon being studied [37–39]. The advantages of the Gioia method are as follows. The Gioia method views both the informant and the researcher as “knowledgeable subjects” within a socially constructed world. The informant is assumed to be knowledgeable about their own intentions, thoughts, and feelings driving their actions [37]. The co-creation of a theory occurs when the knowledge of both parties is integrated into a resource [38,39]. In this method, the researcher first categorizes the data using the respondents’ statements as verbatim as possible. In context, the statements are then interpreted and structured. The statements are then substituted with theoretical terms from which an emergent, functional model arises [38,92]. This methodology can identify the interrelationships implied from the occurrence of a phenomenon while considering the mechanisms that led to the derived data structure [37,93].

The Gioia method begins with a primary analysis, in which terms articulated by informants are classified by comparing and highlighting their similarities and differences in determining the categories of the primary code [37,91]. In the secondary analysis, researcher-centered concepts, themes, and dimensions are established. Moving from primary codes to secondary themes and dimensions maintains the rigor of qualitative research and provides the basis for building the data structure [37]. An interpretive approach to the dynamic connections among the static concepts that emerge here—showing the relationships among them—facilitates the building of a dynamic, inductive model and
an emergent grounded theory, rooted in the data [37,38,94]. Then, using the themes generated by the secondary analysis and the dimensions of the tertiary analysis, the data are modeled, accounting for the connections among concepts in an interpretive manner. Regarding the reliability and validity of the data analysis, we added that the two researchers who have promoted this study have discussed the results of the analysis together. This was performed to avoid biased interpretation by a single researcher [95].

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the structure of the analyzed data. The results of the analysis show that five different outcomes can be chronologically linked to the new outcomes achieved by the mutual activities of the participants in Seido-juku: 1. types of motivation for joining the dojo, 2. initial perceptions of the dojo, 3. types of interaction experienced through training with other participants in the dojo, 4. perceptions of the value of attending the dojo, and 5. changes in behavior in daily life attributed to practicing karate in the dojo.

3.1. Motivation for Joining

Two themes were extracted as motivations for joining: intuition and sympathy for vision/policy. We found that the motivation of the participants of these dojos to join is diverse, suggesting that they can continue their training at Seido-juku, regardless of their reason for joining. The dojo was a space that fulfilled the needs of the participants when they joined the dojo and began their training.

3.1.1. Intuition

Respondents encountered karate either by chance—without any particular motivation—or when they went to see a friend participate in karate. We propose that the participants relied on intuition, rather than rationality, when they joined the dojo and that this was generated by observing training at the dojo:

*When I was studying in New York, I did not look for something on my own, but there was a person named S. who wanted to do something... She looked at several places and found one that really impressed her. She felt this was a decent place... She was going to the same language school as me, so she asked me if I wanted to go there. That’s when I went to the trial session. (C).*

*I was only there as a chaperone when a work colleague asked me to go with her to see a karate class in Manhattan. In the end, my friend did not join but I did. Karate seemed like a good way to get in shape, and the people there were all very friendly. (K).*

3.1.2. Sympathy for Vision/Policy

We also propose that empathy with the vision and policy of the Seido-juku motivates participants to join the dojo. L stated that he was in another school and had doubts about the dojo, was influenced by the vision and policies of the dojo and was impressed by the founder’s books. J’s decision to join Seido-juku was also influenced by the fact that she felt she could trust a dojo that had many long-time members:

*I felt no purpose in life for karate, and I was questioning whether I would continue to practice karate. It was then that I came across Kaicho Nakamura’s book “The Human face of Karate”. I read the book in one sitting and was convinced that Seido Karate was the karate I was looking for. There was something that Kyokushinkai did not have. (L).*

*I wanted an instructor who continues to face the challenge of training students to become black belts and establishing them as senior karate practitioners. (J).*
Figure 1. Data structure.
3.2. Perceptions of the Dojos

We extracted two themes for perceptions of the dojos: “Atmosphere of the place” and “Perceptions of a charismatic leader.” The results suggest that the respondents recognized the dojo as a place where they could continue their training in safety, where a leader is a person of character who could be respected, and where they could communicate with anyone without any division.

3.2.1. The Atmosphere of the Place

O from the UK described the dojo as a place where dojo students took their training seriously and where they felt a sense of holiness and solemnity that was different from their everyday lives (solemnity and seriousness). E from New Zealand stated that he was originally aware of the Chairman’s philosophy and recognized that the karate practiced at the dojo was safe and consistent with that philosophy. Specifically, he perceived that the dojo was a psychologically safe place where everyone was treated equally and could participate without physical or emotional danger (psychological safety). N, in Japan, remembers receiving polite explanations and responses from dojo participants as a memorable experience and attributed his decision to join and continue training to the welcoming atmosphere created by others (positive atmosphere). Furthermore, Japan’s Q perceived the dojo as a fair space where there were no prerequisites for learning karate and where students with handicaps could receive the assistance they need (fairness):

When I first visited the dojo, I was impressed. The pure energy and dedication of the students were breathtaking. The intricacies of the movements were unlike anything I had ever encountered before. I felt strongly that this was a place where I could learn and grow. The respect I had for the students and seniors in the dojo supported that attitude. (O).

We are very fortunate that Kaicho Nakamura has embodied his belief that the true form of karate is for all people to be able to practice safely. Kaicho Nakamura founded Seido-juku under the slogan of “The human face of karate”. He opened the door to karate for everyone, young and old, strong, and weak, able-bodied, and physically challenged. (E).

I immediately visited the dojo and took an introductory training session. I was impressed that a black-belt woman carefully guided me through the basics, basic self-defense, and Taikyoku kata, and that she even hung up the dustcloth after the practice, just like in Japan. (N).

At the Honbu (Headquarters) Dojo in New York, there were people from all walks of life practicing. There were elderly people, LGBTQ+ people, people with disabilities, and people like me from other countries. We practiced together every day without any distinction. The physically challenged were given the help they needed. A guide dog, waiting for its visually impaired owner, also watched the practice from its usual seat. Here, it was not only those who are strong and muscular and good at karate who were respected but also those who have various difficulties and came to train their bodies and minds. (Q).

3.2.2. Recognition of Charismatic Leaders

H, in the USA, suggested that the charisma of the founder, the instructor, ruled the place because of his outstanding technique and the instinctive presence that set them apart from other karate practitioners. L, of Japan, describes the founder as the most respected person for his karate strength and for his cultivated personality and his ability to act with unparalleled precision. This was based on:

I saw in him the mental focus and commitment of a warrior in action, a man who is committed to what he is doing... In addition to his natural athletic ability, strength, and agility, Kaicho Nakamura had a technique that could almost be described as artistic. Leadership is not about words, but about actions and attitude, and Nakamura had something more instinctive in addition to his looks... When I met Nakamura, I could
tell by his movements that he was not like other karate practitioners... His voice, his demeanor, and his physical presence dominated the communication in the room. (H).

Kaicho Nakamura was my senior in Kyokushin Karate, and in addition to his strength in karate, he had a well-developed personality. He always thought about things in a human way and could take precise and unparalleled action based on that thinking. (L).

3.3. Interaction in the Dojo

We identified three themes for interaction in the dojo: friendly competition, value co-creation, and self-improvement. The participants explained that training is not something to be performed individually, but it is a friendly competition among peers. Further, as training continues, the perception of the dojo changes from a meaning of place to personal meaning and recognizes that it is a space for self-improvement. In the world of martial arts—which has a long tradition of preserving and passing on heritage—the systems are not rigid. Even the implicit distinctions among hierarchies and genders can be transformed through the co-creation of participants and instructors.

3.3.1. Friendly Competition

The participants reported that friendly competition means that fellow students encourage each other to improve their skills and virtues. In the dojo, each participant supports and encourages the goals of the other. When karate participation becomes infrequent, the participants hold each other accountable and create an environment of friendly competition among themselves. This is evident in the following comments from dojo participants:

One of the things I learned at Seido-juku was the importance of having a flexible and open mind without being bound by one set of values. There were people of all ages, genders, races, and occupations who came to practice at the dojo. It was a treasure of my life to be able to learn the Japanese martial art of karate while surrounded by such people. (N).

As time went on, many of us developed close relationships and were expected to attend classes and training. If we missed a day or two, we usually got a call. (D).

3.3.2. Value Co-Creation

The results suggest that in the dojo, there is value co-creation, which consists of collaboration among students and between instructors and students, and that students find new directions rather than adhering to tradition. The students experience creating something together with their peers, and even within the master–student relationship, there is mutual input and knowledge co-creation for the improvement of the dojo. J, in the USA, describes how the founder accepts the students’ suggestions to change old ways of doing things and create new ways:

All of my friends are positive, and we are all working together to create something... Yeah, there’s that kind of atmosphere. (C).

Kaicho wanted more female members in the dojo and wanted to make us feel welcome by making the training more inclusive... When I told him that I and the other women in the group felt more welcome if we were allowed to practice the same as the male students, he listened... Despite the traditional thinking that he took for granted, he went to his office and thought about what had happened and what the women wanted, and he decided that this was a time for change, a time to change his way of thinking. He listens and hears everyone. (J).

3.3.3. Self-Improvement

Self-improvement means learning deeply and growing spiritually. K, from the USA, stated that it was precisely because the dojo was a place of self-improvement—where one was constantly challenged to grow—that one could continue attending and practicing:
What keeps me coming to the dojo is that there is always a challenge worth tackling. Of course, my physical strength is declining, but in my training, I focus on the discipline that strengthens my inner self. That is most important to me. As long as I make that effort, the classes will always provide a learning experience. (K).

3.4. Outcomes

We identified resilience, eudemonic wellbeing, and deep experiential value recognition as outcomes that can be obtained through the interactions that occur during dojo practice. The results suggest that, by experiencing or acquiring these outcomes, the participants developed the ability to create a state of wellbeing, share it with their peers, contribute to their personal growth by changing their way of life, and influence the external environment.

3.4.1. Resilience

The analysis revealed that one of the outcomes developed was the spirit of never giving up—the ability to persevere, or resilience. E described this as a strong spirit; this is the spirit of living one’s life:

I define the role of Seido Karate as a martial art as follows: “To use the techniques and practice of Seido Karate as a tool and vehicle to bring out the spirit of living out one’s life as a human being,” “Let’s do it! I will be strong! I can do it!” It is important to persistently hold on to this attitude. A strong spirit is a strong life force, and it is the will to continue living and defending what we believe is right, no matter what. (E).

J describes this as the perseverance to resolve problems peacefully:

I confronted problems more directly and did not give up until they were resolved. I am more patient, more deliberate in my approach to people, and more willing to listen to them. If there is a conflict, I am more deeply and fully committed to resolving it peacefully. (J).

3.4.2. Eudemonic Wellbeing

Ryff identifies six dimensions of mental health (wellbeing), or wellness [5]. There are testimonies of people who have achieved these dimensions by continuing to practice at Seido-jujuku and simultaneously realizing eudemonic wellbeing [68]. This engenders positive consciousness. For example, Q, in Japan, learned to inspire herself and live cheerfully. She reported experiencing (1) self-acceptance. F, from Israel, suggested that he had become more positive in his thinking about realizing his dreams and visions, and achieved (2) environmental mastery, which is the ability to effectively manage people and the environment around him. P, from Japan, was determined to become an instructor by training at the dojo and to pass on what he had learned to future generations. Having such strong aspirations can be linked to the (3) creation of purpose in life. The interactions in the dojo are also thought to create (4) good relationships. For example, P from Japan was impressed by the greatness of the relationships created by the Seido family. K, from the USA, said that she learned a lot from training with friends worldwide, who respected their humanity. The dojo experience offers the possibility of sustainable (5) personal growth and (6) the acquisition of a spirit of inquiry and autonomy. For example, N, in Japan, discussed his personal growth, saying that he ran a dojo because he wanted to grow together with others. P, in Japan, discussed his inquisitiveness/autonomy, saying that he wanted to continue to practice so that he did not miss what was important, and so that his mind could be cultivated and bear fruit.

The beauty of diversity and the desire to coexist with others, knowing the suffering of others, brings joy to our lives by bonding us with people from all walks of life. I believe that learning how to encourage myself and have a cheerful attitude toward life has given me an irreplaceable asset. (Q).

A vision is also a dream. If you dream it, it will come true. When dreams come true, visions come true. (F).
It is not a gym for exercising, but a place to train the body and spirit. It is a place where men, women, and children, young and old, can gather and practice together with the same aspirations and ideal philosophy. It is also a place that gives us energy and heals us when we are tired. Such a place, exactly like the headquarters dojo in New York, is needed. I realized that maintaining and sustaining this place is my mission from now on. (P).

We, the karate practitioners of Seido, are scattered all over the world, connected by the bond of the World Seido Karate Organization. I am proud to have had the great opportunity to meet and train with so many good and decent people for so long. I have learned so much from them. I have great respect for their dedication and their humanity. (K).

Having friends from all over the world visit my dojo has broadened my worldview of myself and the members of the branch, who tend to have a narrow perspective. I am reminded of the grandeur and greatness of such a wonderful chain of human relationships spreading all over the world, and of the strong bonds of the Seido family. (P).

We are running the Tokyo Dojo with the sole intention of passing on to our dojo students all the techniques and spirit of “The Human Face of Karate” that we have learned from Kaicho Nakamura, and to improve ourselves together with our dojo students so that we can all grow as human beings. (N).

I will continue to keep my eyes open and ears attentive, so as not to miss what is really important, and I will continue to practice my mind with the “cultivate the mind and it will bear fruit” written by Kaicho Nakamura. (P).

3.4.3. Deep Experience Value Recognition

The interaction in the dojo of Seido-juku facilitates the acquisition and improvement of karate skills and the deep experience of value recognition—a transformation of personality with human growth that changes the way of thinking and living. For example, E, from New Zealand, spoke of growing a sense of spirituality, and K, from the USA, said that true karate—“The Human Face of Karate”—had a significant impact on her entire life. L, from Japan, said that training with people with physical disabilities allowed him to know their hearts:

With proper karate training, the limits of what you thought you knew are far away. Gradually, students will grow both physically and spiritually. Here is the most important point—they can grow their spiritual sense. In other words, martial arts prepare you to face the unknown enemies you will encounter in your life. (E).

I would like to thank Kaicho Tadashi Nakamura for creating a path for me to learn true karate. The curriculum created around the belief in the Human Face of Karate, the lessons learned, the opportunities for examination and growth for each of us, the people, and the organization created by them, have all had a profound impact on my wonderful life. (K).

I assisted classes for the mentally handicapped, the blind, and other physically handicapped people and trained with them. These people are learning the spirit of martial arts through Seido Karate and exercising their bodies, and they are using it as their life force. I was able to understand their feelings and hearts when I saw them learning with great effort. (L).

3.5. Behavior in Daily Life

We propose that training at the dojo of Seido-juku facilitated behavioral changes in daily life beyond the dojo setting. Specifically, we identified continuous action, mental modeling of the dojo, and social contribution. It is possible that the dojo itself—the space that generates wellbeing—is made conscious and becomes a eudemonic servicescape.

3.5.1. Continuous Action

The participants suggested that, in addition to improving their karate, what they gained from the practice inspired them to keep working toward their life goals. For
example, Q, from Japan, stated that she was able to visualize what she wanted to become and to keep working toward that goal.

I believe that by looking within yourself to find out why you do karate and what it means for your life, you will find your true self, which in turn will lead you to know clearly what your wish is not only in karate but in life as well. I no longer give up as quickly in the face of difficulties, and I have a clear picture in my mind of what I want to become and how I want to live my life, and I can continue working toward that goal. (Q).

3.5.2. Mental Modeling of the Dojo

It is evident that through the accumulation of karate experience, some participants gained a sense that the dojo was an integral part of their daily way of life. The spirit of karate is usually shared by the participants in the dojo, and it dominates the servicescape as the norm for karate practice. Interestingly, however, the interview results suggest that this spirit, or mental model, may be a guiding principle in the participants’ daily life away from the dojo. For example, Q from Japan said that the “act of mutual understanding to know oneself and others” in the dojo functions outside of the dojo, and J from the USA said that her karate dojo training experience helped her to solve problems in her daily life. We theorize that the dojo is internalized by each individual as a mental model. Through training in the dojo, the philosophy and behavior of the dojo are incorporated into the students’ minds as concrete experiences. These are conceptualized as abstract concepts and become fixed in the student’s mind as new values. They begin to be used in daily life as beliefs. Through the accumulation of this series of actions, the consciousness formed in the dojo becomes the backbone of each individual’s daily life and becomes a mental model. Q expresses this concept as:

When you know yourself and can communicate your thoughts and feelings to others, they will open up to you and mutual understanding will deepen. This is very useful even outside of the dojo and is one of the ways I feel that karate has helped me in my life. (Q).

The hardest training always takes place outside the dojo. In the beginning, my mind was beating itself up in almost every sparring session. Now, when I am training with someone in the dojo, I can respond with focus and concentration to all of the real, present moments. However, when I leave the dojo, many things are not so easy. My mind goes back to the old days, flailing around in all directions like a big fish caught on a hook, looking for a way out. Seido karate practice is the strong fishing line I use over and over again to reel this fish in. This is the time to be thankful for the path of Seido and to be truly grateful to Kaicho for teaching me how to fight and the value of fighting in life. (J).

3.5.3. Contribution to Society

The interview results suggest that the karate experience—along with the aspect of mental modeling of the dojo that is reflected in the individual participants, may also motivate social contribution activities, such as community contribution and human resource development. For example, P, in Japan, considered promoting karate in school education for youth development; L, in Japan, took action to visit an elementary school affected by the earthquake and tsunami; and M, in Japan, said that his goal was to teach karate and develop human resources who can contribute to the world:

To spread the charm and splendor of karate to young people, we would like to assist and participate in clubs and club activities at the schools to which our members belong and at the schools from which they graduated. (P).

We visited S City at the request of Kaicho Nakamura and were shocked to see the devastation beyond our imagination. We gave donations from Seido- juku students around the world and the traditional Japanese paper cranes made to help people rise above the hardship to S City Hall and T Elementary School. We learned the importance of social contribution and felt the joy of helping and encouraging each other with the people around us. (L).
It is my mission and ambition that through Seido Karate, many people who can contribute to society, to their country, and the world will be trained in my dojo and that I will produce such people. (M).

4. Discussion

Figure 2 depicts the flow of wellbeing formation in a dojo based on the data that we organized and analyzed using the Gioia method.

![Figure 2. Flow of Wellbeing Formation in a dojo.](image)

First, in the servicescape of the dojo, participants experience friendly competition, self-improvement, and value co-creation. This experience may be related to their perception of the dojo, including factors, such as the atmosphere of the dojo and the personalities of its leaders. The results suggest that these perceptions are nurtured through continuous involvement with the dojo.

The interactions of the participants in these dojos might have created a variety of wellbeing outputs, including their resilience, deep experiential value recognition, positive thinking/self-acceptance, environmental mastery, strong aspirations/life purpose, good relationships, sustainable personal growth, and inquisitiveness/autonomy. These outputs indicate the development of the ability to create a state of wellbeing, rather than the acquisition of a state of wellbeing. The exercise of this ability leads to changes in daily behavior, such as involvement with the dojo, continued effort toward achieving life goals, mental modeling of the dojo, and execution of social contributions.

The purpose of this study was to analyze how participants acquire eudaimonic wellbeing [5] by considering the dojo as a servicescape from the perspective of martial arts as a servicesystem. We believe that the martial arts service system has unique characteristics that support the formation of eudaimonic wellbeing, a state in which participants have a sense of meaning and direction in their lives. As a theoretical framework, we first selected the stage-based perception theory of servicescapes, which supports the process of behavior change based on the interaction between the participant and the environment. In addition, we utilized the analytical perspectives of Service Dominant Logic (SDL), which views services as a value co-creation process among actors, and Transformative Services Research.
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(TSR), which explores uplifting change to improve wellbeing to examine the components of the service ecosystem, including value co-creation, institutions, and the environment. We developed an analytical framework that focuses on value co-creation and institutions, which are the components of service ecosystems, while utilizing the analytical perspectives of SDL and TSR.

There are two points that this study highlights as new possibilities for the function of servicescapes. First, the servicescape fosters a sense of integration with daily life. Second, the servicescape can facilitate uplifting mental changes in the participants and promote their personal growth.

Regarding the first point, the data from this study suggest that the dojo experience is remembered by the participants through training and examinations, following the philosophy and discipline of the dojo. This experience is then conceptualized through introspective observation and established as an authentic martial artist identity. This suggests that those who continue to participate in the dojo servicescape may gain psychological capital—defined by Luthans et al. [96] as hope, self-efficacy, resilience, and optimism that promote positive reactions and autonomous goal achievement. They also use the martial artist identity gained in the dojo as a mirror for their lives. Servicescape research proposes that participants mature their perceptions of a place in stages and ultimately perceive it as a safe place, such as home [8]. Our study suggests that there is a new cognitive act of sense formation—that extends beyond the current recognition of place in a servicescape—and integrates a person’s values with the dojo. This sense is stored in the participant’s inner self through physical and mental training, and when taken out of the dojo and into everyday life, the servicescape is transferred as a mental model to various situations, becoming an independent ability to form wellbeing.

Second, we propose a perspective that explains how participants experience uplifting change. The physical activity of training in the servicescape of the dojo is not intended to be a transitory positive experience. Rather, what the participants specifically gain in the servicescape is human growth, such as a resilient spirit, and an altruistic attitude. The goal of the discipline is a positive transformation of the personality. The potential of sport and service to create transformative value has been recognized [85]. However, there is still insufficient research on how individuals experience uplifting change and how they form wellbeing through physical disciplines [11,14,97]. Our study suggests the following: participants face and harmonize with their true selves through the practice, thereby liberating the self that was previously limited. Then, the self turns outward and harmonizes with the surrounding organization and social and natural environment. In this process, participants positively transform their personalities—transformative values—while recognizing their sense of interconnectedness. They acquire the ability to support sustainable human growth, which enables them to face unknown difficulties in the future and to independently create a state of wellbeing at any time in their life path. An uplifting change and spiritual growth that improve wellbeing occur within the self [98] through the interaction among participants. Sustained practice is necessary to achieve this, but when participants achieve their goals, they become aware of new goals, which motivates them to maintain attendance at the dojo and continue practicing. A cycle of interaction occurs among participants. The participants in this study understand that training in the dojo is a process of human development and that the dojo continues to form various kinds of wellbeing through the repetition of training among participants. This finding adds new perspectives to transformative service research.

The wellbeing formation mechanisms examined in this paper have shown the potential for growth among participants, service builders, and providers, respectively. There have been many examples of transforming the operational policies and environment of physical places based on the concept of third places [99]. However, as we have shown in this paper, third place can also be considered as an opportunity to transform one’s way of life by moving from the perception of a physical place to absorbing the way the place itself interacts within the participants and transferring the interaction in the dojo in their daily
lives. By utilizing this opportunity for participants to form the ability to acquire wellbeing through various activities in a third place, we can expect to create opportunities for the formation of wellbeing in various spaces beyond the physical third place, such as the metaverse and other virtual spaces.

In addition, with the growing interest in the SDGs (Social Development Goals), it is becoming increasingly important to create opportunities for people to grow through social contribution. Creating value for society through active participation in volunteer activities has the potential to provide growth and wellbeing to organizations, their members, and society. To this end, we believe that it is important to cultivate an awareness of the need for each individual to voluntarily tackle social issues. The model mechanism discussed in this study is expected to contribute as a tool for fostering human resources, which can innovate and provide new value to society. In particular, the mechanism demonstrated in this paper is relevant in that it is the result of wellbeing acquired through quality experiences in the servicescape, which matures the gaze towards others and results in altruistic behavior. We believe that this model can contribute to the study of human resource development that enables the autonomous formation of eudaimonia.

5. Conclusions

This study considered the dojo, a place of martial arts training, as a servicescape and aimed to conduct an exploratory analysis of how actors acquire eudemonic wellbeing [5], a state of having meaning and direction in their lives. Our analysis suggested that the Seido- juku dojo is a servicescape where eudemonic wellbeing is realized through training. The participants in the study report that value co-creation in that place can be integrated as a model for daily life, and the effects contribute to human development as an uplifting change. This is not a transient positive experience, but the acquisition of the ability to develop a resilient spirit to live life, contribute socially, and behave altruistically. Participants can develop the ability to support sustainable human growth, using the training in the dojo as a medium to create an independent state of wellbeing at any time. Many service studies that involve physical activity, such as in the context of sports, discuss dominance in terms of competitiveness and commerciality, and martial arts are often discussed in this context. However, there is a paucity of research on how services are exchanged and how value co-creation occurs through martial arts, which are not necessarily competitive. By focusing on the dojo—where karate training has been sustained for more than 40 years—we propose that wellbeing can be developed through sustained involvement in its service activities. We believe that further research in the areas of sustainable human development, character building, and non-commercial activities—including the context of sports and martial arts—will further deep the study of services to develop eudemonia.
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